INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
Matt, our full-time instructor & technician has
been diving since 1997 and teaching since
2001. Since leaving school in 1999 he has
become a career diver across the industry.
Working in the shop, workshop, teaching and
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commercial scallop diving. He has built up
experience of over 15,500 dives, spending over
6,000 hours on the boat in the last 8 years and
is qualified to teach a broad range of
courses including “Technical” diving and First
Aid.
Matt recently completed advanced training and
a 100m dive with depth record holder Mark
Ellyatt in Aqaba, Jordan and Dorothea Quarry
We also have several Dive Masters that help out
on the courses and general diving. They are very
experienced divers in line with our ethos and
offer great help to students and instructors
alike.
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At Dive Guernsey, diving is our first priority above all else.

SHORE
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This starts with the training we provide to our divers and
continues with the experiences we offer. We aim to provide

Accompanied Shore Dive
With own kit

£65

at least weekly diving, including free shore dives for our
students on a regular basis.
Guernsey and surrounding islands have a great deal to

Accompanied Shore + Kit

£85

offer every diver. From the recently qualified, right though

Accompanied Boat Dive
Air & weights add £10
Add full kit £20

£95

Dive Guernsey Package
1 Accompanied Shore Dive,
followed by boat dive (min 2)
Add A/W £10 - Full kit £30

£130

Boat Dive
Experienced Diver with own
kit (min 2)
Add air & weights £10
Team DG member £10

£25

Bespoke Boat Dive
Per hour
Add air & weights £10
Add full kit £30

£40

Diver For Hire - Per Hour
With Boat - add £20
Prop clearing, salvage, S&R

£30

to the vastly experienced. With Wrecks galore and literally
100’s of miles of reef, there is plenty to explore. Sark even

Refresher Dive Supplement
Add to shore dive package

£15

Scuba Skills Review
Theory session, skills dive &
fun dive

£139

Scuba Review Optional Dive
Shore dive

£30

has the beautiful Gouliot “Caves” a swim through cavern
with walls covered in brightly coloured jewel anemones.
Enjoy eating fish? With Dive Guernsey, you can catch your
own and then cook it immediately with a beach BBQ, or
have it cooked for you in a top local restaurant. You cannot
get any fresher!

Not available in harbour

Our promise - We aim to keep the “briefing” brief and
spend as much time underwater as possible to give you

Drysuit Orientation Dive
(Free with suit purchase)

£75

Ask for group prices

the best experience. Unlike other guides, we will stay in the
water until it’s time to finish the dive. Not getting out after
just a 10 minute swim. If you have any personal goals,
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Bespoke Shore Dive
Per hour, kit hire included

£35

Night Dive Supplement
Add to any dive

£15

please let us know and we’ll add it to the dive plan.
To find out more information, or book a dive. Please pop
into the shop or contact us using the info in this booklet.
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Discounts available for multi-day packages
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